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Background: Fixed- and adjustable-loop femoral cortical suspension devices are commonly used for femoral graft fixation during
anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction (ACLR).

Purpose: To compare the biomechanical results of fixed- versus adjustable-loop femoral cortical suspension devices in studies
simulating ACLR with an isolated device and/or specimen setup using porcine femora and bovine flexor tendons.

Study Design: Systematic review.

Methods: Two independent reviewers searched PubMed, Embase, and the Cochrane Library databases to find studies comparing
the biomechanical strength of fixed- and adjustable-loop cortical suspension devices for ACLR with isolated device and/or
specimen setups using porcine femora and bovine flexor tendons. Studies that compared both devices with similar biomechanical
methods were included. Data extracted included displacement during cyclic loading, ultimate load to failure, and mode of failure of
the different cortical suspension devices for ACLR.

Results: Six studies were identified that met the inclusion criteria, including a total of 76 fixed-loop devices and 120 adjustable-loop
devices. Load to failure was significantly different (P < .0001), with the strongest fixation device being the ToggleLoc with
ZipLoop adjustable-loop device (1443.9 ± 512.3 N), compared with the Endobutton CL fixed-loop device (1312.9 ± 258.1 N; P ¼ .04)
and the TightRope RT adjustable-loop device (863.8 ± 64.7 N; P ¼ .01). Cyclic displacement was significantly different, with
Endobutton CL (3.7 ± 3.9 mm) showing the least displacement, followed by ToggleLoc with ZipLoop (4.9 ± 2.3 mm) and TightRope
RT (7.7 ± 11.1 mm) (P< .0001). Mode of failure was statistically different between the 3 groups (P¼ .01), with suture failure accounting
for 83.8% of TightRope RT devices, 69.4% of ToggleLoc with ZipLoop devices, and 60.3% of Endobutton CL devices.

Conclusion: Current biomechanical data suggest that the ToggleLoc with ZipLoop device is the strongest fixation device at “time
zero” in terms of ultimate load to mechanical failure. However, the Endobutton CL device demonstrated the least cyclic dis-
placement, which may be a more clinically applicable measure of device superiority.
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The most frequent technical error leading to recurrent
instability after anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) recon-
struction (ACLR) is failure to replicate the native anatomic
femoral and tibial footprints during ACL graft placement,
although poor graft quality and inadequate graft tension-
ing are also causes of failure.11,15,17 Therefore, during

primary ACLR, attention should be focused on attaining
adequate graft fixation and placement so that patients are
not subject to the complications inherent to revision surgi-
cal reconstruction.11,17 The most common methods of fem-
oral graft fixation for ACLR include interference screws,
cortical suspension devices, and cross-pins.1,7,10 Currently,
there are 2 common types of cortical suspension devices:
fixed loop and adjustable loop. With the fixed-loop cortical
suspension device, the graft is attached to a continuous
suture loop connected to a button, which is flipped and then
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fixed at the distal femoral cortex, and the tunnel is filled
with the graft without any implant. In contrast, an
adjustable-loop cortical suspension device has a button
attached to the graft through the adjustable loop, and the
loop is tightened to pull the graft through to the top of the
femoral tunnel, which eliminates the additional tunnel
length required to flip the button.4

Fixed-loop devices provide good graft fixation in terms of
limiting graft slippage and providing sufficient graft
strength, but the requirement of drilling the femoral socket
to a specific tunnel depth to flip a button raises some con-
cerns in terms of bone preservation, stability of the tendon
graft, and tendon-bone healing as a result of insufficient
graft length.1,7 Adjustable-loop devices allow the surgeon
to adapt to different tunnel lengths intraoperatively,
thereby avoiding the necessity for drilling a longer tunnel
and maximizing the amount of graft within the tunnel by
not leaving excess space in the bone tunnel.1,7,10 Additional
advantages of the adjustable-loop devices include the abil-
ity to retension the graft on the femoral side after tibial
fixation. However, the flexibility of the loop length of the
adjustable-loop devices is concerning, as it may allow for
increased graft slippage postoperatively.1,7,10 To date, there
is no consensus on which cortical suspension device type is
superior during ACLR. The purpose of this systematic
review and meta-analysis was to compare the biomechanical
outcomes of fixed- versus adjustable-loop femoral cortical
suspension devices in studies simulating ACLR with an iso-
lated device and/or specimen setup using porcine femora and
bovine flexor tendons.

METHODS

Literature Search

A systematic review of multiple databases was performed.
Two independent reviewers (D.A.H., M.J.K.) searched
PubMed, Embase, and the Cochrane Library up to Novem-
ber 20, 2017. The electronic search strategy used was the
following: (fixed OR closed) AND (adjustable OR open) AND
loop AND “anterior cruciate.” A total of 35 studies were
reviewed by title and/or abstract to determine study eligibil-
ity. Inclusion criteria included studies that compared biome-
chanical outcomes of fixed-loop devices and at least 1 of 2
adjustable-loop cortical suspension devices for ACLR. Exclu-
sion criteria included clinical studies, studies that did not
have similar devices (same manufacturer), biomechanical
testing protocols and surgical techniques, and editorial com-
mentaries. Overall, 6 studies1,3,7,10,19,21 were determined to

meet the inclusion and exclusion criteria by the 2 reviewers
(Figure 1).

Experimental Setup

The Endobutton CL (ECL; Smith & Nephew) fixed-loop
femoral cortical device was used in all 6 studies
(Table 1).1,3,7,10,19,21 The TightRope RT (TRT; Arthrex)
adjustable-loop femoral cortical device was also used in all
6 studies,1,3,7,10,19,21 while the ToggleLoc with ZipLoop
(TLZ; Biomet) adjustable-loop femoral cortical device was
used in 4 studies.1,10,19,21 Two studies10,19 used TLZ Inline,
which is a newer version compared with prior studies1,21

and is designed to be tensioned through the exit of the
lateral femoral cortex rather than the anteromedial portal.

To isolate the properties of the fixation devices without
being influenced by the properties of the bone and ten-
don, 3 studies3,7,21 performed isolated device testing
before specimen testing using fresh-frozen porcine fem-
ora and bovine flexor tendons as grafts. Two studies1,10

only performed isolated device testing, while 1 study19

solely performed specimen testing using fresh-frozen
porcine femora and bovine flexor tendons as grafts. All
studies followed the device insertion techniques in accor-
dance with the manufacturers’ descriptions.

Mechanical Isolated Device Testing

To replicate an in vivo study, 1 study1 tested each device by
drilling a 4.5 mm–diameter bone tunnel into a 5 mm–thick
steel baseplate. Similarly, 2 studies10,21 drilled a 4 mm–
and 4.5 mm–diameter bone tunnel into a 5-mm steel base-
plate to test the TRT and TLZ devices, respectively. Addi-
tionally, Chang et al3 drilled a 4 mm–diameter hole into a
5-mm steel baseplate to test the TRT device. To test each
ECL device, Petre et al21 drilled a 4 mm–diameter bone
tunnel, while 3 studies3,7,10 drilled a 4.5 mm–diameter bone
tunnel into a steel baseplate. Finally, Eguchi et al7 drilled a
3.6 mm–diameter bone tunnel into a steel baseplate to test
the mechanical properties of the TRT device. After drilling
a bone tunnel into the steel baseplate, the button was
pulled through the tunnel and secured against the steel
plate, which acted as the lateral femoral cortex. The
adjustable-loop devices were then tightened to a length
that corresponded to the inner diameter of the ECL
loops.1,3,7,10,21 The loops were then placed around a steel
rod with a diameter of 4.5 mm,10,21 5 mm,1 or 9 mm3 or a
steel hook.7 The steel rod and hook were then attached and
secured to the machine actuator.1,3,7,10,21
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Figure 1. Search strategy. The authors’ electronic search strategy is outlined using the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for
Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) guidelines.

TABLE 1
Summary of Included Studiesa

Study Journal

No. of Isolated Devices No. of Specimens

ECL TRT TLZ ECL TRT TLZ

Barrow et al1 (2014) AJSM 6 6 6 0 0 0
Chang et al3 (2018) Arthroscopy 6 6 0 6 6 0
Eguchi et al7 (2014) The Knee 10 10 0 10 10 0
Johnson et al10 (2015) AJSM 8 8 8 0 0 0
Nye et al19 (2017) Arthroscopy 0 0 0 10 10 10
Petre et al21 (2013) AJSM 10 10 10 10 10 10

aAJSM, The American Journal of Sports Medicine; ECL, Endobutton CL; TLZ, ToggleLoc with ZipLoop; TRT, TightRope RT.
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After securing the isolated devices to the testing appa-
ratuses in the controlled laboratory setting, each isolated
device underwent cyclic preconditioning.1,3,7,10,21 Barrow
et al1 cyclically preconditioned each device at a force of
10 to 50 N for 10 cycles at 1 Hz. Three studies3,10,21

cyclically preconditioned each TRT,3,10,21 TLZ,10,21 and
ECL3,10,21 device at a force of 10 to 50 N21 or 10 to 75
N3,10 for 10 cycles at 0.1 Hz. Eguchi et al7 preloaded each
TRT and ECL device at a constant load of 50 N for 30
seconds. After preconditioning, each adjustable-loop
device was retensioned,1,7,10,21 with the exception of that
in the study of Chang et al.3 Two studies10,21 performed
cyclic loading on each device at a force of 50 to 250 N21 or
100 to 400 N10 for 1000 cycles at 0.5 Hz. Chang et al3

performed cyclic loading on each TRT and ECL device at
a force of 100 to 400 N for 4500 cycles at 0.5 Hz. Barrow
et al1 cyclically loaded each device at a force of 10 to 250
N for 4500 cycles at 1 Hz, while Eguchi et al7 cyclically
loaded each TRT and ECL device at a force of 50 to 250
N for 2000 cycles at 2 Hz. Each sample then underwent
load to failure testing at a rate of 20 mm/min,1 50 mm/
min,3,10,21 or 60 mm/min.7 Clinical failure was deter-
mined by 3 mm of device lengthening measured by
mechanical testing apparatuses,1,3,10,21 based on KT-
1000 arthrometer testing showing that a side-to-side
difference in anterior tibial translation is a sensitive
determinant of clinical ACL failure.5

Biomechanical Specimen Testing

Bovine flexor tendon grafts measuring 180 mm7,21 or 200
mm3,19 in length were doubled over to a diameter of 8
mm7,19 or 9 mm.3,21 After looping the graft around the
device, the free ends were whipstitched together.3,7,19 Each
study3,7,19,21 placed and drilled the femoral tunnels in the
center of the porcine ACL footprint exiting on the antero-
lateral femoral cortex but did not specify specific drilling
techniques.

Each TRT3,7,19,21 and TLZ19,21 device was inserted by
drilling a guide pin through the lateral femoral cortex. The
investigators then used a reamer to drill the femoral tun-
nel. Using passing sutures, the graft loop was passed
through the femoral tunnel and then flipped on the lateral
femoral cortex . The tensioning sutures were slowly and
proximally pulled to fix the graft within the tunnel.3,7,19,21

Investigators of the 4 studies3,7,19,21 performing speci-
men testing inserted each ECL device by using a drill
reamed over a drill pin. A reamer was used to drill the
femoral tunnel to a depth that would allow the button to
be flipped properly. The investigators used an eyelet pin
loaded with the lead suture to insert the graft into the
femoral tunnel. Tension was then applied to pull the
insert through the tunnel. After being pulled through
the lateral femoral cortex, the ECL device was then
flipped over by applying tension on the trailing suture.
Distal traction was applied to the graft as the device was
fixed with the button perpendicular to the outer femoral
cortex.3,7,19,21

Three studies3,7,21 used the same loading profile for
both isolated device testing and specimen testing using

porcine femora and bovine flexor tendons. Once the
devices were secured, Nye et al19 cyclically precondi-
tioned each device at a constant load of 25 N for 30
seconds. Then, each adjustable-loop device was reten-
sioned. After preloading, the constructs were cycled at
a force of 50 to 250 N for 1000 cycles at 100 mm/min.
The constructs then underwent load to failure testing at
a rate of 50 mm/min. This study also defined biomechan-
ical failure as 3 mm of device lengthening.19

Data Extraction

Data extracted for this review included displacement dur-
ing cyclic loading, ultimate load to failure, and mode of
failure of the different cortical suspension devices for
ACLR. Mode of failure was categorized as suture, incom-
plete testing, button, bone, and tendon.

Statistical Analysis

A weighted mean and composite SD were calculated for
each group, as previously described.14 Data were then ana-
lyzed using 1-way analysis of variance (www.openepi.com).
A chi-square test was used to analyze the data on mode of
failure. Tukey post hoc analysis was used in cases in which
P < .05 (http://astatsa.com/OneWay_Anova_with_
TukeyHSD).

The included studies were arranged according to biome-
chanical test data (displacement during cyclic loading, ulti-
mate load to failure) and device comparisons (ECL vs TRT,
ECL vs TLZ). Because there were limited studies, we chose
not to further stratify based on model (isolated device vs
specimen). A standardized mean difference (SMD) was
determined for continuous outcome data, and 95% CIs were
determined for effect measures. The degree of study hetero-
geneity was estimated through the I2 statistical test, and
the Cochran chi-square test was used to test for heteroge-
neity . An I2 value of 25%, 50%, and 75% represents a low,
moderate, and high degree of heterogeneity according to
guidelines from the Cochrane Collaboration.9

Summary measures were estimated for each biomechan-
ical test datum and device comparison using random-
effects models, and these were included in multiple forest
plots. A random-effects model was used because there was
some degree of anticipated heterogeneity among the eligi-
ble studies, and this model takes into account between-
study variation. A meta-regression approach was not used
because of the variability of biomechanical test data and
device comparisons reported within these studies.24

Meta-analyses including tests for heterogeneity, the
random-effects model, and generation of forest plots were
performed using the metafor package.31

RESULTS

Among the 6 studies reviewed, there were 76 fixed-loop
models (40 isolated device, 36 specimens) and 120
adjustable-loop models (64 isolated device, 56 specimens)
(Table 2). There was an overall significant difference in
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ultimate load to failure between the ECL, TRT, and TLZ
devices (P < .0001), with the strongest fixation device being
the TLZ adjustable-loop device (1443.9 ± 512.3 N), followed
by the ECL fixed-loop device (1312.9 ± 258.1 N; P ¼ .04) and
the TRT adjustable-loop device (863.8 ± 64.7 N; P ¼ .01).
There was also an overall significant difference in cyclic dis-
placement (P < .0001), with the ECL fixed-loop device (3.7 ±
3.9 mm) demonstrating the least displacement, followed by
the TLZ adjustable-loop device (4.9 ± 2.3 mm) and the TRT
adjustable-loop device (7.7 ± 11.1 mm).

Mode of failure was significantly different between the 3
groups (P¼ .01), with suture failure accounting for 83.8% of
TRT devices, 69.4% of TLZ devices, and 60.3% of ECL
devices (Table 3). One study10 did not report mode of fail-
ure, while 2 studies3,7 only reported mode of failure for the
ECL and TRT devices.

Of the 5 studies (4 isolated device, 3 specimen) included in
the ultimate load-to-failure analysis, load to failure of ECL
was significantly higher compared with TRT (SMD, 4.63;
95% CI, 1.34-7.92; P ¼ .006) (Figure 2). The results of the
4 studies (3 isolated device, 2 specimen) reporting load to
failure of the ECL versus TLZ devices showed no significant
difference between devices (SMD, –1.13; 95% CI, –4.96 to
2.70; P ¼ .56) (Figure 2). The results of the 6 studies (5
isolated device, 4 specimen) reporting displacement of ECL
versus TRT showed that the TRT device had significantly
higher displacement compared with the ECL device (SMD, –
2.21; 95% CI, –3.60 to –0.82; P¼ .002) (Figure 3). The results
of the 4 studies (3 isolated device, 2 specimen) reporting
displacement of ECL versus TLZ demonstrated that TLZ
had significantly higher displacement compared with ECL
(SMD, –5.25; 95% CI, –9.95 to –0.55; P ¼ .03) (Figure 3).

TABLE 2
Load to Failure and Cyclic Displacement Outcomesa

Study Model n

Ultimate Load, N Displacement, mm

Fixed (n ¼ 64)
Adjustable (n ¼ 108)

Fixed (n¼ 76)
Adjustable (n ¼ 120)

ECL (n ¼ 64) TRT (n ¼ 64) TLZ (n ¼ 44) ECL (n ¼ 76) TRT (n¼ 76) TLZ (n¼ 44)

Barrow et al1 (2014) Isolated
device

18 1529.38 ± 26.07 809.11 ± 52.94 1652.13 ± 45.11 1.34 ± 0.03 42.45 ± 7.01 5.76 ± 0.35

Chang et al3 (2018) Isolated
device

12 1410 ± NRb 925 ± 50b NR 0.79 ± 0.06 1.99 ± 0.53 NR

Eguchi et al7 (2014) Isolated
device

20 1430 ± 148 866 ± 53 NR 2.03 ± 0.31 4.05 ± 1.16 NR

Johnson et al10

(2015)
Isolated

device
24 1530 ± 180 1020 ± 421 2231 ± 511 1.05 ± 0.05 1.81 ± 0.51 3.22 ± 1.41

Petre et al21 (2013) Isolated
device

30 1456 ± 130 841 ± 55 1561 ± 112 0.42 ± 0.08 1.10 ± 0.20 2.18 ± 0.31

Chang et al3 (2018) Specimen 12 843 ± 146.09b 888 ± 118.25b NR 14.88 ± 2.34 15.65 ± 3.19 NR
Eguchi et al7 (2014) Specimen 20 1115 ± 274 860 ± 70 NR 5.88 ± 1.06 6.39 ± 2.32 NR
Nye et al19 (2017) Specimen 30 803.9 ± 92.2 801.1 ± 56.3 682.1 ± 182.4 5.07 ± 0.56 5.09 ± 0.87 7.44 ± 1.63
Petre et al21 (2013) Specimen 30 1456 ± 101 859 ± 43 1334 ± 81 3.37 ± 0.27 4.47 ± 0.65 6.02 ± 1.90
Mean 1312.9 ± 258.1 863.8 ± 64.7 1443.9 ± 512.3 3.7 ± 3.9 7.7 ± 11.1 4.9 ± 2.3
P value (ECL vs TRT vs TLZ) <.0001c <.0001

aData are shown as mean ± SD. ECL, Endobutton CL; NR, not reported; TLZ, ToggleLoc with ZipLoop; TRT, TightRope RT.
bValues were not included in total.
cTukey post hoc analysis revealed that TLZ had a significantly higher ultimate load to failure compared with both ECL and TRT (P< .05).

TABLE 3
Modes of Failurea

Device Suture Incomplete Testing Button Bone Tendon Total

Fixed
ECL 41 (60.3) 1 (1.5) 3 (4.4) 15 (22.0) 8 (11.8) 68 (100.0)

Adjustable
TRT 57 (83.8) 2 (2.9) 1 (1.5) 5 (7.4) 3 (4.4) 68 (100.0)
TLZ 25 (69.4) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 11 (30.6) 0 (0.0) 36 (100.0)

Total 123 (71.5) 3 (1.7) 4 (2.3) 31 (18.1) 11 (6.4) 172 (100.0)
P value <.01b

aData are shown as n (%). ECL, Endobutton CL; TLZ, ToggleLoc with ZipLoop; TRT, TightRope RT.
bTukey post hoc analysis revealed that suture failure was significantly higher than incomplete testing failure, button failure, bone failure,

and tendon failure (P < .05).
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The statistical assessment of heterogeneity conducted for
load to failure of the ECL versus TRT devices found I2 ¼
97.23% (95% CI, 92.74%-99.62%; P < .0001), for load to
failure of the ECL versus TLZ devices found I2 ¼ 97.23%
(95% CI, 92.05%-99.68%; P< .0001), for displacement of the
ECL versus TRT devices found I2 ¼ 91.32% (95% CI,
81.50%-98.67%; P < .0001), and for displacement of the
ECL versus TLZ devices found I2 ¼ 97.85% (95% CI,
92.93%-99.79%; P< .0001). This indicates that high hetero-
geneity of an effect may be present in the load to failure and
displacement analyses of the ECL versus TRT and ECL

versus TLZ group comparisons. These statistics are greatly
underpowered and therefore limit a confident conclusion.

DISCUSSION

This is the first systematic review and meta-analysis to
compare the biomechanical outcomes of fixed- versus
adjustable-loop femoral cortical suspension devices in stud-
ies simulating ACLR with an isolated device and/or speci-
men setup using porcine femora and bovine flexor tendons.

Figure 2. Forest plot showing the standardized mean difference (SMD) in load to failure between fixed-loop and adjustable-loop
devices. ECL, Endobutton CL; RE model, random-effects model; TLZ, ToggleLoc with ZipLoop; TRT, TightRope RT. Line of effect:
left ¼ favors higher load to failure of TLZ/TRT, right ¼ favors higher load to failure of ECL.
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The most important finding from this study is that the ECL
fixed-loop device, on average, displaced significantly less
than both the TRT and TLZ adjustable-loop devices. How-
ever, the TLZ adjustable-loop device demonstrated the
highest ultimate load to failure. It is important to note that
all devices had failure loads much higher than would be
expected on the ACL graft during the early rehabilitation
period. The mode of failure was significantly different
between the 3 groups, with suture failure occurring among

a significantly higher proportion of adjustable-loop devices
than fixed-loop devices.

Positive clinical outcomes have been reported with all
types of graft fixation devices, although interference
screw fixation has been associated with graft slippage and
lower ultimate failure loads,23,30 and cross-pins have been
associated with several complications.12,13,20 A random-
ized experimental study by Kousa et al13 demonstrated
that interference screws and cross-pins have low ultimate

Figure 3. Forest plot showing the standardized mean difference (SMD) in displacement between fixed-loop and adjustable-loop
devices. ECL, Endobutton CL; RE model, random-effects model; TLZ, ToggleLoc with ZipLoop; TRT, TightRope RT. Line of effect:
left ¼ favors higher displacement of TLZ/TRT, right ¼ favors higher displacement of ECL.
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failure loads (interference screws, 546-794 N; cross-pins,
868 N) and high cyclic displacement (interference screws,
3.2-4.0 mm; cross-pins, 3.7 mm), providing further evi-
dence that the design of interference screws influences
the slippage of soft tissue fixation under cyclic loading
conditions. To avoid complications and maintain graft
tension before the graft is incorporated after primary
ACLR, sufficient graft fixation and placement need to be
obtained.1,10,11,13,17,29 Bone-tendon healing may require
anywhere from 6 to 12 weeks for autografts, whereas
allografts may require up to 6 months.1,10,22 During this
initial healing stage, the graft is dependent on tibial and
femoral fixation devices to prevent migration of the graft
during early rehabilitation, which could result in laxity,
instability, and functional failure.1,8,10,13 Furthermore,
increases in residual displacement of the graft fixation
device during the early postoperative period may lead to
micromotion, resulting in tunnel widening and impaired
healing of graft ingrowth.1,7,22

The advantage of avoiding overdrilling into the bone
tunnel when using an adjustable-loop device may seem
desirable, but the flexibility of being able to alter the loop
length comes with the drawback of loop slippage and
graft displacement on cyclic loading.1,7,10 Additionally, all
6 studies1,3,7,10,19,21 included in this meta-analysis sug-
gested that the adjustable-loop devices lengthen under
cyclic loading, which may result in graft fixation lengthen-
ing during the early postoperative period. It has been
reported that �3 mm of side-to-side difference in anterior
tibial translation is a sensitive determinant of clinical fail-
ure based on KT-1000 arthrometer testing, although this
may not result in functional failure.5,21 Thus, a KT-1000
arthrometer measurement of 5 mm is commonly used to
define failure in clinical settings.2,14 Cyclic displacement
greatly affects the graft’s ability to heal properly, and if the
graft displaces but still heals, patients may experience
instability when returning to normal activity levels even
without experiencing graft ruptures.16,21 Consequently,
cyclic loading may be a more clinically applicable test than
ultimate load to failure. Furthermore, the included studies
demonstrated controversial findings when comparing load
to failure outcomes of ECL versus TLZ. Thus, the ECL
fixed-loop device may be best.

Interestingly, Nye et al19 observed a higher variability of
measured outcomes in the TLZ device compared with the
TRT and ECL devices, which may indicate that the sutures
are sliding through the locking mechanism and thus allow-
ing the loops to lengthen. Furthermore, Petre et al21 sug-
gested that these adjustable-loop devices may need to be
retensioned after cycling the knee and that the fixed-loop
device may be superior because it allows less cyclic and
initial displacement, thus providing better graft fixation
in terms of limiting graft slippage and providing sufficient
graft strength. A previous study by Kousa et al13 high-
lighted the importance of preconditioning and repetitive
loading of grafts, which eliminates the natural elastic creep
in the graft before testing the devices. While the high
amount of displacement seen in the TRT adjustable-loop
device could be explained by the lack of retensioning in the
study by Chang et al,3 an almost equivalent amount of

displacement was demonstrated in the ECL fixed-loop
device, and it is unclear whether this was attributed to
lengthening of the graft or lengthening of the device. How-
ever, Chang et al3 did cyclically load the devices at the
highest force (100-400 N) of the included studies. Forces
in the ACL during various movements range from 20 N to
almost 600 N,18,19,25-28,32 with a native ACL yield strength
of 2160 N.15 This review demonstrated that any of these
constructs have stronger ultimate loads (863-1443 N) than
the 303 to 590 N needed in the early rehabilitation phase
after ACLR.18,21,26-28

Few clinical studies have compared adjustable- and fixed-
loop femoral cortical suspension devices with respect to knee
stability after ACLR. Boyle et al2 found no significant differ-
ences in postoperative knee stability and the graft failure
rate between adjustable- and fixed-loop femoral cortical sus-
pension devices in a consecutive series of 188 patients who
underwent primary ACLR using a hamstring autograft.
However, Choi et al4 demonstrated that femoral fixation
by the use of the ECL fixed-loop device resulted in signifi-
cantly better stability on the pivot-shift test than the TRT
adjustable-loop device after ACLR with a hamstring graft.
Interestingly, the patients in the adjustable-loop group who
had grade 2 pivot-shift test findings had excellent Lysholm
scores, and there was a trend toward better Lachman and
KT-1000 arthrometer results in the adjustable-loop group
compared with patients in the fixed-loop group.4

There are limitations to this study that should be noted.
To net a large sample size for analysis, the results were not
distinguished based on isolated device versus specimen-
testing setups. Additionally, the specimen model intro-
duces confounding interspecimen variability, as the porcine
femora and bovine flexor tendons may differ in strength
and elasticity, respectively, from those of humans.7,10 The
high degree of heterogeneity of the data represents an
appreciable limitation of this study. However, these statis-
tics were extremely underpowered because of the limited
number of studies for each summary estimate, and an infer-
ence about publication bias should be made with caution.
Two studies3,7 did not examine the TLZ device. Chang et al3

did not retension the TRT device after preconditioning,
which may have altered the displacement values. Two stud-
ies10,19 used TLZ Inline, and although TLZ and TLZ Inline
are similar devices, the differences could be clinically rele-
vant. Two studies1,10 performed a device-only model, which
may represent an oversimplification of the true ACLR pro-
cedure. Additionally, the variable cyclic loading protocols
used in vitro may not exactly reproduce the physiological
loads experienced by the ACL. Furthermore, the accuracy
of the force vectors experienced by the suspension devices
was also not very easily reproduced with mechanical load-
ing in line with the bone tunnel. These biomechanical stud-
ies may have been affected by technical errors due to a
learning curve of deploying each device. DeBerardino
et al6 supported this by repeating the testing protocol used
by Barrow et al1 in 2 independent laboratories and found a
displacement of less than 3 mm compared with the dis-
placement previously reported of 42.45 mm. Finally,
although biomechanical data are useful, recent studies2,4

have suggested that fixed- and adjustable-loop devices
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result in similar clinical outcomes. This conclusion may be
more important when deciding which fixation device is
superior. Despite the high level of heterogeneity of the
included studies, which limits the ability to draw strong
conclusions from these data, this study does provide some
insight into the advantages and disadvantages of these dif-
ferent devices and encourages further clinical studies on
this topic.

CONCLUSION

Current biomechanical data suggest that the TLZ device is
the strongest fixation device at “time zero” in terms of ulti-
mate load to mechanical failure. However, the ECL device
demonstrated the least cyclic displacement, which may be a
more clinically applicable measure of device superiority.
Future clinical studies should aim to compare the clinical
outcomes of fixed- versus adjustable-loop femoral cortical
suspension devices for ACLR.
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